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Introduction
Observed growth, as given, for instance, by the length of successive annual shoots along
the main axis of a plant, is mainly the result of two components: an ontogenetic component
and an environmental component. We made the assumption of a decomposition model where
the ontogenetic growth component and the environmental component (mainly of climatic origin)
were combined in an additive manner. This relies on the fact that ontogeny generally has a longer
term eﬀect than time-varying environmental factors; see Barthélémy and Caraglio (2007).
A key question is whether the ontogenetic growth component along an axis (i.e. successive
entities built by the same meristem) at the growth unit or annual shoot scale takes the form of
a trend (i.e. a “long-term change in the mean level”) or of a succession of roughly stationary
phases. The main variable of interest is the length of the entity but additional variables may
be useful such as the number of growth units for polycyclic annual shoots or the number of
branches when the branches can be considered as morphologically similar.
Materials
Two types of retrospective observation protocol should be distinguished: (i) A single or a few
mature trees are measured. The data thus provide an overall picture of tree life but suﬃcient
information is only available in the case of long and well-deﬁned stationary phases. (ii) Only the
most recent entities are measured in a sample of tree trunks. Suﬃcient information is available
whatever be the length of the phases but only a few (possibly censored) phases can be studied
in this way. In order to extract the ontogenetic growth component on the basis of a sample of
short sequences corresponding to the most recent entities, it is thus necessary to mix climatic
years within a given ontogenetic phase. Hence, sub-samples of trees corresponding to diﬀerent
age classes and growing under similar conditions should be observed.
Example 1 - Apical growth and branching in 70-year-old Corsican pines described at the annual
shoot scale
Six trunks of approximately 70-year-old Corsican pines (Pinus nigra Arn. ssp. laricio Poir.,
Pinaceae) planted in two forest stands in the “Centre” region (France) were described by annual
shoot (approximately the ﬁrst 2 years not measured). These 6 trees were taken from two stands
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with contrasting densities and correspond for each stand to three diﬀerent diameter classes. Two
quantitative variables were recorded for each annual shoot, namely length (in cm) and number of
branches per tier. Hence, information from both the parent entity (length of the annual shoot)
and the oﬀspring entities (number of branches per tier) were combined in the measurements.
Example 2 - Apical growth and branching in young Corsican pines described at the annual shoot
scale
The data sample comprised four sub-samples of Corsican pine: 31 6-year-old trees, 29 12year-old trees (ﬁrst year not measured), 30 18-year-old trees (ﬁrst year not measured) and 13
23-year-old trees (ﬁrst 2 years not measured). Plantation density was 1800 stems/ha for the ﬁrst
sub-sample (6 year old) and 2200 stems/ha for the three other sub-samples. The observation
protocol already described for the 70-year-old Corsican pines was applied to these young Corsican
pines planted in the same forest.
Example 3 - Apical growth in Dicorynia guianensis described at the internode scale
A tree was described at the Paracou ﬁeld station in a lowland tropical rain forest, near
Sinnamary in French Guyana. This individual was selected according to its total main axis
height and its apparent proper development (i.e. absence of damage) but no information was
available concerning chronological age. The data consist of a sequence of 152 internode lengths
taken from the base to the top of the main axis.
Methods for analyzing sequences
Various methods of analysis ranging from exploratory analysis (symmetric smoothing ﬁlters,
sample autocorrelation functions) to statistical modeling (multiple change-point models and
hidden semi-Markov chains) were applied to extract and characterize the ontogenetic growth
component. Multiple change-point models (Guédon et al., 2007) are used to delimit segments
within sequences for which the data characteristics are homogeneous within each segment while
diﬀering markedly from one segment to another. Hidden semi-Markov chains (HSMCs) (Guédon, 2003) are particularly useful for analyzing homogeneous zones within sequences. Hidden
semi-Markov chains generalize hidden Markov chains with the distinctive property of explicitly
modeling the length of each zone. The structure of a hidden semi-Markov chain can be described as follows. The underlying semi-Markov chain represents both the succession of zones
and the length of each zone while observation distributions attached to each state of the semiMarkov chain represent the values observed within a zone for each variable. It should be noted
that both hidden semi-Markov chains and multiple change-point models with appropriate parameterizations can be applied to multivariate sequences build from variables of heterogeneous
types.
Multiple change-point models and hidden semi-Markov chains share the same segmentation
objective. However, the main diﬀerence between these two families of models is that, while in
the case of change-point models, the change points are model parameters to be estimated, in
the case of hidden semi-Markov chains, the change points are recovered from the most probable
state sequence computed on the basis of the observed sequence using the estimated model.
Another diﬀerence is that a multiple change-point model applies to a single sequence while a
“left-right” hidden semi-Markov chain (i.e. composed of a succession of transient states and a
ﬁnal absorbing state) requires a sample of sequences to be estimated accurately. Contrarily to
multiple change-point models for which methods have been proposed for the selection of the
number of change points, there is no model selection method with a ﬁrm mathematical basis for
the selection of the number of states of a non-ergodic hidden Markovian model and empirical
methods should be used.
Results
Multiple change-point models and hidden semi-Markov chains were applied to identify growth
phases on diﬀerent samples of Corsican pine tree trunks described at the annual shoot scale and
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on the main axis of a Dicorynia guianensis described at the internode scale (and on supplementary examples in Guédon et al. (2007)). A good agreement was noted between the segmentations
obtained with multiple change-point models and hidden semi-Markov chain for the 70-year-old
Corsican pines; see two individuals in Figure 1. Symmetric smoothing ﬁlters were also applied to
extract trends in the 70-year-old Corsican pines. The results support the assumption of abrupt
changes between roughly stationary phases rather than gradual changes; see Figures 1 and 2. It
is important to note that phase identiﬁcation accuracy is strongly related to phase length and
to the magnitude of the change points that delimit the phase, the ideal situation being a long
stationary phase delimited by two change points of high magnitude.
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(b) Small diameter individual, 290 stems/ha plot
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Figure 1. Seventy-year-old Corsican pines: segmentation of annual shoot length sequences.
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According to the ﬁeld observations, the ﬁrst change point identiﬁed in the Dicorynia guianensis (Figure 2) corresponded approximately to the occurrence of the ﬁrst oﬀspring shoot
while the second change point corresponded approximately to the beginning of a more intensive
branching zone and these two change points corresponded most likely to an increase (by step of
2) in the number of leaﬂets. This latter point should be checked.
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Figure 2. Dicorynia guianensis: segmentation of the internode length sequence.
While it is often admitted that root installation or stratum change (this latter factor is particularly relevant for the Dicorynia guianensis example) can induce an abrupt increase in the
length of the entities, the ageing process is often viewed as a gradual decrease (called “drift”) in
the length of the entities. Hence, identifying phase changes of high magnitude in 70-year-old Corsican pines when growth globally decreases is an unexpected result. We checked that the residual
sequences, obtained by subtracting from each original sequence the step function deduced from
the estimated multiple change-point model (Lavielle, 1998), were stationary and close to white
noise sequences. We also checked that the change points corresponding to the decrease in shoot
length of highest magnitude were not synchronized (see Figure 1), thus eliminating a purely climatic origin for these abrupt changes. We thus suspect that these phase changes are expressions
of endogenous equilibriums. These results support the general botanical notion of “morphogenetic gradient” but also highlight thresholds in plant architecture development (threshold of
diﬀerentiation, see Barthélémy and Caraglio, 2007).
Perspectives
In the proposed approach, the climatic component was globally characterized as a roughly
random stationary component but it may be interesting to study in detail the plant’s response to
changing climatic conditions. Markov switching linear mixed models, i.e. models that combine
linear mixed models in a Markovian manner, were introduced in Véra et al. (2004). These models
belong to the family of hidden Markovian models. The underlying Markov chain represents the
succession of growth phases while the linear mixed models attached to each state of the Markov
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chain represent both the inﬂuence of explanatory variables (mainly climatic variables which are
time-varying explanatory variables) and inter-individual heterogeneity due to unobserved factors
such as plant pathogen infestation within a given growth phase. New developments and results
of Markov switching linear mixed models are presented in Chaubert et al. (2007).
In the case where climatic data are not available, the climatic component could be modeled
as synchronous ﬂuctuations between individuals incorporating a random time eﬀect in multiple
change-point models or Markov switching models.
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